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What is GDPR

European Union (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) compliance involves personal data and its protection (article 4, section 1) by any organization that conducts business with personal data of data subjects, in or from the 28 EU member states.
GDPR Compliance Requirements

- **GDPR (Article 4, Section 1)**
  - GDPR compliance centers around **Personal Data**
  - Personal data resides in the form of either structured data (like databases) or unstructured data (like files, text, documents, etc.).
  - Personal data subject to GDPR is commonly stored in an unstructured data format. **Object** is an emerging form of unstructured data and hence this is directly applicable to **Object Storage**

- **GDPR Requirement Article 32 (Secure personal data)**
  - Securing personal data of EU residents is one of the key requirements of GDPR. One way to accomplish this is by using **data encryption**

- **GDPR article 17 (Right to erasure and to be forgotten)**
  - GDPR requires businesses to address right to erasure of data categorized as personal.

- **GDPR Requirement Article 15 (Right of Access)**
  - Need to control and audit access to data categorized as personal data through mechanisms such as secure authentication, authorization, and audit logging.

As derived from: [https://gdpr-info.eu/](https://gdpr-info.eu/)
Challenge in GDPR for Unstructured Data

- Unstructured data can be text, documents, images etc.
- Personal information needs to be identified from this unstructured data so that GDPR regulations can be applied on it
- Autonomous identification of personal information is a challenge
Overcoming The Challenge...
Introduction to Cognitive Computing

Cognitive Computing
Applies knowledge from cognitive science to build an architecture of multiple AI subsystems to simulate human thought processes

Artificial Intelligence
A technique that enables computers to mimic human intelligence, using logic, rules, decision trees and machine learning (including deep learning)

Machine Learning
Subset of AI, ML is a set of techniques and tools that allow computers to ‘think’ by creating mathematical algorithms based on accumulated data

Deep Learning
Subset of ML composed of algorithms that permit software to train itself to perform tasks
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Cognitive Services Examples

IBM Watson’s Visual Recognition & Natural Language Understanding

TensorFlow’s Image Recognition & Text Classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sentence</th>
<th>sentiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Next to &quot;Star Wars&quot; and &quot;The Wizard of Oz,&quot; th...</td>
<td>10 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can't help but laugh at the people who praise...</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on a true story, this series is a gem wi...</td>
<td>10 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Dien must cringe with embarrassment at the...</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This film had such promise! What a great idea...</td>
<td>4 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cognitive Services Examples (cont...)
Identifying Personal Data Using Cognitive Computing

Speech to Text

Natural Language Processing

Text Model (private beta)

Extract text from natural scene images. To learn more, please request access at ibm.biz/request-text

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>india</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dob</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>government</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arra</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rau</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
So What Is The Problem?
Problem Statement

- Tools and techniques to identify personal data exist, but they happen on a server while the data is on storage. We need to have identification embedded where object is.

- We need a smart object store who self identify personal data and apply GDPR rules ensuring compliance.
Solution!
OpenStack Swift Object Storage

- OpenStack Swift cluster consist of multiple type of processes, of which object, container and account servers are backend and Proxy server acts as interface for the cluster.

- Depending on the request type i.e. Object or Container or Account, Proxy server chooses the responsible backend server which will serve depending on distributed circular hash, called as Ring.
Object Metadata

- Data is stored as individual objects with unique identifier
- Typically, Objects consist of an object identifier (OID), data and metadata
- Object data is unstructured – images, text, audio, video
- Metadata consists on system metadata and user defined custom metadata that can be extensive

**System Metadata**
- Filename: taj1234.jpg
- Created: 01 Aug 2016
- Last Modified: 03 Aug 2016

**Custom Metadata**
- Subject: Taj Mahal
- Place taken: India
- Category: Travel
- Allow Sharing: yes

Object type = image
OpenStack Swift Middleware Framework

- OpenStack Swift is based on WSGI specifications and Middleware is a WSGI feature which extends functionality of any WSGI application.
- Middlewares are heavily used in swift, for purposes such as logging, tempurl, tempauth, quotas etc.
- If there is a middleware in an application pipeline, every request and response is passed through the middleware when a request is served.
- One can write custom middleware for OpenStack Swift cluster
Different ways to address the challenge
Intercepting Object PUTs

- Personal data identification middleware intercepting object PUT
- Asynchronously invokes cognitive module based on ML/DL
- Cognitive module analyzes object data and tags it as PI
- GDPR rules like encryption, geo-fencing etc. are applied on PI tagged objects
A PI identification module based on ML/DL algorithms is deployed in a swift cluster as a service/daemon.

The module scans the object storage, identifies personal data, tags the objects accordingly in background and applies GDPR rules on it.

If swift uses a clustered filesystem as its backend storage, then the PI identification module can leverage multiple nodes for parallel processing.

Object IO continues unaffected while the service is doing its work.
Doing it for your data in Public Cloud

- **Storlets**
  - The **Storlet Engine** extends OpenStack Swift by enabling the push down of **filtering**, **transforming** and **analysis** tasks to Swift instead of bringing the data to computation.
  - The executed code - called Storlet - is user defined, and is isolated from the Swift system using **Docker Linux containers**.
  - Storlets can be invoked on data objects during PUT, GET and COPY.
Conclusion

- Identification of PII took place at the storage level
- Appropriate measure were taken to follow GDPR laws such as encryption, geo-fencing, etc.
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